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This brief note covers sites designated as DUH206, DUH207 and DUH209 in the Draft Plan (see 
Figure 1 below). DUH209 seems to extend some distance further south than the 'Call for Sites' 
submission 10050 (see Figure 2). 

 

 
 

Fig 1. Extract from Policies Map (Appendix 1) of the Draft Black Country Plan 
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Figure 2. Call for Sites submission 10500 
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Little is known about the history and archaeology of the sites allocated on the Draft Local Plan 
although DUH207 and DUH209 seem to have been part of an oak woodland, perhaps a managed 
wood-pasture, referenced as acleg 'oak leigh' in a mid-tenth-century charter (James, 2014; 133–134; 
James 2017: 25–26). At that time, Worcester Lane was probably not in existence (James 2017: 26, 
Fig 8); it may not have come into use as main thoroughfare until several centuries later. The Right of 
Way leading into Quarry Park Road is likely a remnant of an ancient path which delineated the 
northern edge of acleg 'oak leigh'. 
 
The earliest map showing this area is the Pedmore Tithe plan of 1846 (Figure 3).  
 
Site DUH206 occupies the eastern edges of the fields Dean Field, Lower Heath Piece and Doe Bank. 
The name 'Dean Field' is almost certainly derived from the Old English word denu 'valley' (Gelling and 
Cole 2014: 113–122) referencing a stream valley here which leads northwards towards the pool in 
Peartree Drive (probably the pool named stiran mere in the aforementioned charter). 'Lower Heath 
Piece' probably refers to a field which, at the time of its naming, abutted heath-land to its west and 
northwest (James 2020a: 4). The origin of 'Doe Bank' is less clear but it may be a reference to deer 
which were kept in, or which frequented, that area.  
 
Sites DUH207 and DUH 209 overlap with the fields named 'Fourteen Lands' and 'Upper and Lower 
Compton' on the Pedmore Tithe Plan. The former name probably refers to the number of medieval 
open-field selions which were enclosed when the 'Fourteen Lands' field was formed. The term 
'Compton' in the latter field names probably refers to an Anglo Saxon settlement in the vicinity (James 
2020b: 43–44), although this seems to have lain near the southern end of Ounty John Lane, some 
distance west of sites DUH207 and DUH209. 
 
Dudley MBC's Historic Environment Record (HER) has only three entries in the immediate vicinity of 
sites DUH206, 207 and 209. These are reproduced in Figure 4 below and on subsequent pages.  
 
There has been limited archaeological investigation of this area. Although little of note has been found 
so far, land to the south, east and west is rich in both prehistoric and later archaeology (James 2019: 
8–13). It is not, therefore, implausible that more valuable archaeology remains within DUH206, 207 
and 209. Indeed, Section 3.2.4 of the Black Country Historic Landscape Characterisation Study 
(Oxford Archaeology, 2020) acknowledges that ‘...less is known about the historic environment of the 
Green Belt areas’ [within which sites DUH 206, 207 and 209 fall] and that ‘...the distribution of known 
archaeological sites within the HERs is unlikely to represent the true distribution of archaeological 
remains within the Black Country; instead it represents the distribution of previous archaeological 
investigation’.  
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Fig 3. Extract from the Pedmore Tithe Plan of 1846 
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Fig 4. Extract from Dudley's Historic Environment Record (kindly supplied by Mr Mark Mather, 2019) illustrating 
three recorded features in, and abutting, sites DUH206, DUH207 and DUH209. 
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Appendix: A note on hedgerows 
 
The hedgerow abutting Worcester Lane has been noted in James (2021: 10–12), being included as 
hedge #40 in Plan 04 and the subsequent table.  
 
This hedge-line was first recorded on the Pedmore Tithe plan in 1842, but it may be older. There is no 
known historic basis for it to be classed as an 'Important' hedgerow under the Hedgerows Regulations 
1997. It may qualify as 'Important' under the Regulations' 'Wildlife and Landscape' criteria, but a 
detailed survey of the hedge's flora and fauna would be required to ascertain whether this is the case. 
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